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1. Introduction

Of particular Importance la the exclton-exclton Interaction which

has been studied more or less in detail within different

approaches In both three- C1-20] and two-dimensional (3D and 2D)

[20-27] structure excited materials. Disregarding spins of

electrons and holes the exciton-exciton interaction Is mostly

repulsive. Its Fourier transforms taken at zero-momentum transfer

q=0 and at equal momenta of colliding excltona p=p' get the

values of iatI3Or^DV~J/3 [2-9] and of 4lI2Dr^DV;;J.(1-315x
2/4096)

£21,26,27] in the "bulk" and "planar" cases, respectively ( I 3 D ( 2 D ) '

r 3 D ( 2 D ) and V 3 D ( 2 D ) are the 3D(2D) exciton binding energy, Bohr

radius and sample volume (area)). For a practical purpose of

quantitative comparison between theoretical calculations and

experimental measurements it is necessary to know the

exciton-exciton interaction potential in the whole range of

momentum transfer q, of the exciton momenta p, p' as well as of

electron-hole effective mass ratio s. For example, to obtain the

density-dependent exciton level shift and damping of a certain

medium one has to integrate expressions containing the

exciton-exciton Interaction potential over the whole range of q, p

and p' with a given s (see e.g. [20,24,28]). Since the exact

analytical evaluation of the exciton-exciton interaction potential

is impossible, appropriate approximations must be Invoked. In [20]

an improved version of the approximation mentioned in [29] Is

proposed to derive explicit expressions of the exciton-exciton

interaction potential which depend analytically on q, p, p' and s.

Nevertheless, the spin of quasipartides was not taken into

account In [20] and, thus, such collective phenomena as the

formation of blexcltons or electron-hole drop condensation,...
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could not he explained.

Here in this paper we deal with the analytical

derivation of the explicit dependences of the exclton-exclton

interaction potential not only on q, p, p' and s but also on the

3pln symmetry or the two excitons to be interacted. We snail show

that the character of the exclton-exciton Interaction should be

determined by all or the above-said variables, i.e. by q, p, p1, s

and spin syirasetry.

Throughout the paper the unit system with ft=c=i la being used,

where h and c are the Planck constant and the light velocity.

2. Spin-dependent Interaction Hamlltonlan in terms of eiciton

operators

Consider for simplicity a direct-gap, two-band semiconductor

which under hand-to-band excitation comprises electrons and holes

interacting between themselves via Coulomb force F . The

original fermionic Hamiltonian of the semiconductor read3

Heh = y E (k) e+ e
*—* »r 1 kr ie kr 1

(k) h+ h +
l-p -t n i_p ^ n

pp'q

+

e+ e

2

e e
e p'-qr j i S D T y*2 P V 2 P Jsz
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- 2I 4
(1)

In (1) Je(Jh) and J*(j£) label the electron (hole) total angular

momentum and its projection on the z-axls. r.,© and r.,h are the

irreducible representations of the crystal symmetry group

according to which the basic state-vectors

_ T i f\ s y n \

e |0> = <|) e

and

(3)

are respectively transformed. <j> ) denotes the

(jp-component of the electron (hole) wave function in the

conduction (valence) band at the centre of the Briiiouin zone, et

(h£) creates an electron (a hole) with momentum k and energy

E (k) FE .(k) 1. If the electron-hole pair is bound

into the exciton in the state of relative motion characterised by

the partners tnlm of the Irreducible representation D1 , then the

basic state-vectors of the exciton will be transformed according

to the direct-product representation

J J
D. = y © r
1 L

(4)

The number of j will depend on the chosen SCfleilie Of t h e

vectorial addition between the three angular momenta Je, Jh and 1.

There may exist several addition schemes which, however, are

related to each other by unitary transformations £30]. Assume for



definlteness that f first couples with j h to form Intermediate j 8 h

which are then added to l. This assumption permits us to build

by group-theoretical methods the creation operator of the exciton

with usual momentum k, total angular momentum Ja and its

projection Ja in the form

V-V2
v

(5)

where the presence of j in (5) indicates the concrete vectorial

addition scheme used, p=(i+s)"1 and

nl f jeh -i* -ia 1 _ V f -ie-ie-ih-th I -|9h-ieh 1 f jeJi^eh- • Ha^a 1
^ ~ v, I J »*J **J« I — / I J " T " " « T I J »J I I " *J m I J J |
_ H e - f n l 2 J / \_ z z Z J L z *> J

J* (6)

with f Jaja3bJ^ | J32 ] being the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.

Applying the well-known properties of the Clebsch-Gordan

coefficients helps us to verify that

\ nl ia â 1

(T)

With the aid of (7) and of the ortho-normalisation and

completeness conditions of functions f we may reverse (5) into

( a = 1-p )

Q+ >,+ _ U-V2

nlm

Note that Eq.(8) is the generalised one as compared with Eq.(10)

in [19] and Eq.(7) in [20] where spins were completely ignored.

Now before proceeding further son* comments on excitation

levels are in order. if the excitation level Is high or very

high excltons should not be stable. They mu3t undergo the Mott

transition [31] yielding an electron-hole plasma description of

which requires detailed corrections for self-energy, (dynamical)

screening and band filling. At medium levels of excitation below

the Mott transition excitons may not be destroyed but must deviate

from ideal bosons. Under this circumstance nonbosonlc approaches

to the many-exclton system are necessitated (see e.g. an approach

in [19]). In the low excitation limit the nonbosonic behaviour of

excltons is small and up to order p ^ 6 ( p the exciton density)

they can be treated as bosons [12] provided that their mutual

Interaction in a hypothetical bosonic subspace should adequately

be formulated to take full account of the fermlonlc nature of the

constitutive quasiparticles of excitons. In what follows we

confine ourselves to the low exciton limit and imitate the

rigorous, but simple electron-hole pairing procedure performed in

[12] to cast the original fermlonic Hamlltonlan Heh Into the

bosonic one Ha~a whose part H*~a describing the Interaction among

excitons can be written as

H!int = V
2 L^

U (p,p',q)a+ a+ a a
2 ^ ^ 122'V p+q,1 p'-q,2 p',2' p,1'
pp'q 122'V

(9)

where the abbreviated notations 1,2,2' and 1' mean

-5-
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In Eq.(9) U-iopM' (P>P'»q) ls determined by

U122
11'(P'P''1) = (p.p'.q) Sd

J J z J ; > +
N N

U e x (p.p'.q) S e x (J J J' J!) 1 (11)
N I N 2 N 2 N; L I L 2 L 2 L; J

where the abbreviations are N1 =1 = ( T ^ I ^ ) , H\ = Cn^i'm-),...; L,,= -

m )

Piaictlons Ud and U e x In (11) are Independent of spins and

respectively represent "direct" and "exchangeable" lnterexcltonlc

Interaction mechanisms. Following [20] we write them down as

(p.P',q) = (P,p',q) (12)

(p.p'.q) = I U(1) (p.p'.q)
1 4 N N M N

(13)

It can be checked from the general formulae given In [20] for

U ( i ) that for 1= 1,2,3 they depend only on q whereas for 1=4,5,6

they depend also on p-p' (but not on p and p' separately). There-

fore, denoting the difference p-p' by Q we get

F«
rid)

(14)
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rz"\

I (V aq)C(*2)
Z 2

(15)

J<3> (q) = - 2

(16)

(G,q) = Pk fN ( k2- k + aq )
1 1

V

U ( 5 ) (Q.q) =
N N » Ni

I I j Pk fN
2 k, £; i ki "1

( k_- k,- Pq )-
2 1

fNs( k2- OQ - ctq ) fy k2- V

U(6) (Q.q) =
N N N N;

.fN ( k2-

j Pk f

:i7)

:i8>

( k - k - pq ).

) f*.( k2- otQ - q ) r*.( k2) 1 (19)

Effects caused by spins are governed by the spin-dependent symbols

Sd and S e x which are sums of products of Clebsch-Gordan

coefficients. Namely, they are of the forms

-7-



(J,) .
J2z

J2z miJ1zJ1z

(20)

1 2 2 1
i e ..h
•Mz J1z

V3
Viz3!*

S' 2
 e h <J2> '

m2J2zJ2z

2z

h (J2> '

For the simplest but most significant case when all of the excitons

are in the ground state and Je = Jh = 1/2 (as for the yellow

excitonlc series of Cu2O ) we have j
e h = Ja ,

S^( J J J* J') = ©T, 6T, T (22)

and

(23)

Then Eq.(9) looks quite simple

Hlnt I,
j

pp'q (24)

In (22) -(24) and from now on for brevity, we drop a l l the indices H±

and L In U d ( e x ) and S d ( e X > assuming that they are "100" and "00"

for excitons in the ground state, respectively.

At this point it can tie noted that though many-exciton

-8-

Hamiltonlans have been found by many authors [5,7-9,11-13,20]

using different ways of derivation, those given here by Eqs.(9)

and (24) for the first time take explicitly into account the spin

of the quasiparticles. In the next section we shall show that for

small momenta the character of the exclton-exciton Interaction is

essentially determined by the symmetry of the spin function of two

Interacting excitons, but for larger momenta the q-, Q- and

s-dependences will give important influences.

3.Spin-dependent ezclton-ezdton Interaction potential

In this section we shall derive analytical expressions of the

exclton-exciton Interaction potential which is anticipated to be

less than the exciton binding energy. That means that Interactions

between excitons do not destroy them to generate free

electron-hole pairs. For the S-type excitons and with the

spin-orbit coupling neglected excitons may belong to two kinds:

the para-(Ja= J*= 0) and the otho-exclton (Ja= 1; Ja= 0, ±1).

Denote by jk1k2J
aJbJJz.> the zero-order approximation state-vector

of two excitons one of which possesses momentum k^kg), spin Ja(Jb)

and the other has momentum ^(k,,), spin Jb(Ja) and, whose total

spin and Its projection equal to J and J2. Thanks to

group-theoretical methods, the table for the values of

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the symmetry request for a

two-boson system, we can construct the spin-symmetrically possible

two-exciton state vectors | k.,k2 00 00>, | k1k2 10 im> ( m=0, ±1 ),

| k.,k2 11 2m > ( m=0, ±1, ±2 ), | k.,k2 11 1m > ( m=0, ±1 ) and

| k1k£ 11 00 >. For a given value of m, say, m=1, we have

I k,k, 00 00 > = a+ nn ai ftft I 0 > (25)

-9-
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1

aj a+ + a+ a+ ] | 0 >
(26)

11 21 > - — [ < „ a+ + a+ a+ ] | 0 >
2 (27)

a+ a+ - aj a+
1 ^ 1 - 2

(£e)

11 00 > -

a a

[ a j ^ a^.,- a j ^ a ^

I Q > < 2 9>
"Sandwiching" Hamlltonlan (22) between two-exclton state-vectors

and accounting for the definition (21) which gives

if J 1 = J 2= Jg = J; = 11, 1-1

-CJVJ2} = iJ\,Jp = -COO,O0J,-C10,00}

f J v J z ) [ <-J\,Jp ] = i io , io> while

0 , otherwise

(symbol equalities f J ^ J ^ = tab.cd} mean either J1= ab, J2= cd or

J ^ cd, Jg= ab) we are able to calculate different necessary matrix

elements which would offer corresponding dependences on Q, q and s

of the interaction between

1) two para-excitons

»__(...)=< p+fl p'-q 00 00 I Hf'f I P P1 00 00 > =

= Ud(q) Uax(Q,q) (31)

-10-

2) an ortho- and a para-exciton

w ( . . . ) = Y < p+q p ' - q 10 1m | H*"* I p P1 10 1m > =

= Ud(q) + Ud(GHi> + Uex(ft,q) + Uex(G,-Q-q) (32)

3) two ortho-excltons with J=2

=2(...) = — ^ < p+q p'-q
5 w=0,±1,±2

2m p p'

P'"q

4) two ortho-excltons with J=1

1 —

3 m=0,±1

= Ud(q) - Ud

5) and two ortho-excitons with J=0

1 m > =

(34)

fo_o>J=o(...) = < H P ' i 11 00 I K*x I P P(

= Ud(q) + Ud(ft+q) ( Uex(Q,q) + Uex(Q,-Q-q)

00 > =

(35)

where (...) = (p-p'= Qtq).

Analytical differences in Eqs.(31) to (35) clearly stress the

role the spin symmetry of the two-exciton state-vectors plays In

connection with the character of exciton-exciton mutual

Interaction. To see things quantitatively we have to evaluate the

expressions (31)-(35). Such a task might analytically be done Just

In a proper approximation which will be presented In the

forthcoming section.

-11-



4. Approximation for analytical calculation

Mathematically, exclton-exciton Interaction potentials

(31)-(35) depend on Ud and U e x In (12), (13) which are in turn

determined by U{±) (I=1T6) In (14)-(19). Therefore, knowing the way

to calculate U ( 1 ) is necessary. However, being complicated

functionals of fnlm , U
( 1 ) in principle cannot be analytically

calculated lor arbitrary momenta and electron-hole mass ratio [8].

Even in the case of S-type exciton wave functions and of a certain

value of s, numerical evaluations of U C 1 ) take a very long

computer time because of the iteration process which is needed to

resolve the seeming logarithmic divergence In order to get results

with a desired accuracy [10]. For that reason, many authors

evaluated the potentials only in Uniting cases, namely Q=q=0

[2-8, 21, 24-26] (in this case the s-dependence disappears at all

[20]) or Q=0, q^O, s=0 [8], 1/8 and 1 [4], To analytically

calculate U ( 1 ) throughout the whole range of Q, q and a one has to

resort to an appropriate approximation. In [29] an approximation

was suggested which replaced fractional functions by exponent ones.

This replacement results in more rapid decreasing of exciton wave

functions with increasing momentum in the large momentum region. It

leads, for example, to some modification of far tails of the

exciton luminescence zone but does not significantly change

qualitative behaviours. The criterion of validity of the

approximation is K 0T/I 2 D ( 3 D ) « <xp, where KQ and T the Boltzmann

constant and temperature (see [29]). Such an approximation works

very well in the small momentum limit. Yet, regarding the

behaviours of the approximated exciton wave functions in the whole

range of momentum, they do not satisfy the physically meaningful

-12-

normalisation condition. Here, as in [20], we improve this

shortcoming by multiplying the approximated (exponent) exciton wave

functions by constants 0nJm which guarantee the functions to again

become normalised. C n l m prove to be distinctive for different

exciton relative notion states, i.e. for different nlm. For the

1S-type functions, we have J1E
(3/2)1/2 and C?° = x

1 t»

1 / 4

Consequently, the corresponding ZD and 3D exciton wave functions in
the ground state read

-^- = 2 / 3 ^ r2D exp( — ]

(36)

2D

f3D(p) = exP[ - (37)

The advantage of the approximations (36) and (37) rejts in the fact

that they enable us to analytically Integrate (14)-(19) avoiding

long computer time numerical multifold Integrations. Putting (36),

(37) together with the 2D and 3D Coulomb forces F 2 D « 2xe 2 /£qV2D

and P 3 D = 4*e2/eq2V (e and e the electron charge and the

static dielectric constant) into (14)-(19) and, then replacing in

them suras by Integrals we have performed the analytical

integrations for U ( 1 ) [20]. Substituting them into (12),(13) gives

Ud and U a x In the forms which look quite easy to handle for further

theoretical calculations

2D qr ZD

3d2q2r2

-13-



- CiJ, - (38)

C < q > =
V3D

"£|<Q.q> =

(39)

(a£<Q+q)

. J exp r2
D [a(Qtq) - pq] cos

2(x/2) j dx -

-3

2X

cos (x/2)]dx -

o

2X

a2
q

2)].Jexp[3r2
Da2q2 cos2(x/2)]dx

(40)

- 2r2
D(a

2cQ+q)

exp

-3 exp[ - 2r2
D (a

-3 exp[-
1

].|exp(2r2D dx

(41)

-14-

5. Graphical demonstration

As follows straightforwardly from (31)-(35) and from

(38)-(41), the Or, q- and s (I.e. a,p)- dependences of the

exclton-exciton Interaction potentials are analytically explicit.

This allows us to easily computer programs to plot the variation of

the potentials throughout the whole range of Q, q and s. Relative

contributions from different physically possible mechanisms U ( i )

( 1=1-i-6 ) to the spin-Independent exclton-exclton Interaction were

clear in [201 (see e.g. Figs.2,3,5 and 6 therein)

In respect of the q- and s-dependences in both 2D and 3D cases, I^R

spinless quaslpartlcle treatment in [20] is in a sense oquiva^,u

to that of a para-exciton gas In which excltons with equal momenta

always repei one from another if their momentum transfer is ze~

We shall show that with quasiparticle spins being taken ivio

consideration the character of the exclton-exclton interaction

might be either repulsive or attractive depending delicately noi

only on the spin symmetry of two-exciton states but also on all or

the variables entering formulae (31)-(35). For convenience in

presenting figure axis titles we Introduce the following normalised

dlmenslonless notations: W2D(pa-pa) = G ^ W ^ ; W2D(or-pa) = G
2 D * O - %

:

W2D(or-or,2) = G 2 DwJ° 0 ( 2; W2D(or-or,1) s I 2 D .; W2D(or-or,0) =
O O j t

D2Do-o,o; *3D(pa-pa) = G 3 0W^ x; ...;qrC2D] = qr2D; QrC2D] 5 Qr 2 D ;

.... where G£D - V 2 D / I2Dr
E
D and G3D = V3D / I3Dr^D .

We have plotted many flgUTeS SOffle Of Which Wil l

be shown below. Fig.1 represents 2D normalised interaction

potentials between two para-excitons with equal momenta as

functions of s and of qr?n. At qr?n=0 all the potentials get an
2D

equal positive value independent of s. For small decrease in qr2D

-15-



potential magnitudes decrease quite rapidly but stm remain

positive, then qr2D is increasing further the potentials begin to

behave differently in accordance with a. By direct inspection from

Pig.1 one sees that for s=0.9 (0.72 or 0.54) the potential vanishes

at qr,D = 0.84 and then becomes more and more negative reaching a

minimum at qr2D = 1.66 (1.55 or 1.50). After that it increases

again and, conserving the sign tends to zero for qr
ZD

(in fact

for qr2D larger than 4). Por s=0.36 there appears an interval of qr,D

ranging from 0.85 to 2.00 inside (outside) which the

interaction la attractive (repulsive). The potential signs in the

case of s=0.18 and 0 are, however, always positive In the whole

domain of qr2D. The comments made transparently indicate the role

not only of spin combination symmetry but also of momentum transfer

and electron-hole mass ratio in determining the exciton-exciton

Interaction character. Similar comments hold for interaction

potentials between an ortho-exciton and a para-one and between two

ortho-excitons with total spin J=2 (see Pig.2). In Pig.3

opposite situation happens when two ortho-excitons with equal

momenta and total spin J=0 attract each other for small qr and

arbitrary s. With a given relatively small value of s attraction

might turn Into repulsion If qrZD increases properly. Por

relatively larger s (see e.g. curves with 3=0.72 and 0.90 in Pig.3)

wo-o,}=o a r e ne£&tlve for any qr2D. Crudely speaking, Pigs.\ and 3

look head-over-heeis. As to W ^ o it identically vanishes for

any q and s if Q=0 (see (34)).

The q- and Q-dependences of w Z D C 3 D ) can be plotted for s and

the angle between vectors q and Q fixed as parameters. They are

represented in Figs.4 to 7 respectively for W%° , W^° (W*D
n , _ , ) ,

»o° O ( J = 1
 a n d '0-0,3=0 r o r 3 = 0- 2 and q 1 ft. A3 it must be, one can

-16-

observe from FIg.7 W^D
0>1(0,q) = 0 .

As for the 3D figures (not shown) they look, due to the reason

explained in [20,24], qualitatively quite similar to the

corresponding 2D ones except for the fact that the exclton-exclton

interaction potentials In the 3D case are remarkably enhanced as

compared with those in the 2D one. The binding energy of a 2.D

exclton Is, on the contrary, four times larger than that of a 3D

one.

6. Conclusion and Discussion

Summing up the results we have approximately derived

analytical expressions of the exclton-exclton interaction

potentials In both 2D and 3D structure materials which depend

explicitly on exciton momentum difference, momentum transfer,

electron-hole mass ratio and two-exciton state spin symmetry. Our

results hold on the base of the concept of para- and ortho-excltons

which is valid when the para—ortho-exclton splitting is greater

than the exclton-exclton interaction energy. Such a condition is

met e.g. in RbBr, Kbr, NaBr or for the yellow excitonic series In

Cu20. While the 3D results suit "bulk" media, the 2D ones could be

applicable to "planar" excltons at e.g. Tamm surface or at the

boundary between a crystal and tfte vacuum. In the latter situation

the static dielectric constant e screening the Coulomb force should

be replaced by (e+1)/2 [32], The 2D results could also be

generalised for a more realistic quasi-2D structure, a quantum well

one, which, of course, must Include many other effects such as well

and barrier width-dependences, finite barrier height, In-plane

correlation of electrons and holes, hole mass anlsotropy. Image

-17-



charges, etc. The role the exciton-exclton Interaction plays in

causing testability [14,16] and anomalies of polarlton dispersion

curves [15,18] was considered. In [17], we used a nonbosonic

approach to propose a possible method for determining the effective

exciton-exciton interaction constant by measuring dispersion curves

of the polarlton energy lower-branches under different levels of

excitation. Nevertheless, the spin account was still omitted in all

papers quoted above. We hope, taking i n to account the

quaslpartlcle spin might bring about new results to those in

[15-19], as does this paper with respect to [201.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 : 2D normalised interaction potentials between two

para-excltons with equal momenta versus electron-hole

mass ratio a and momentum transfer qr2I).

Pig. 2 : The same as In Fig.1 but between an ortho-exclton and a

para-one (or between two ortho-excltons with total spin

3=2).

Fig. 3 : The same as in Fig.1 but between two ortho-excltons with

total spin J=0.

Fig. 4 : 2D normalised interaction potentials between two

para-excltons versus exclton momentum difference Qr and

momentum transfer qr2D. The case of s=0.2 and of

geometrical configuration Q i q .

Fig. 5 : The same as in Pig.4 but between an ortho-exclton and a

para-one (or between two ortho-excitons with total 3pin

3=2).

Fig. 6 : The same as In Fig.4 but between two ortho-excltons with

total spin J=0.

Fig. 7 : The same as in Pig.4 but between two ortho-excitons with

total spin 3=1.
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